
Reactive Systems Hilary term 2010

Assignment1: Using the Concurrency Workbench

The object of this assignment is use the CWB to describe and analyse two simple systems.

(Q 1) (Marks: 45) We have seen in the lectures the description of aJobshop with the following
structure:

proc Jobshop =
(Jobber | Jobber | Hammer | Mallet)\{geth,puth,getm,putm}

The associated CWB code, together with the system specification Spec, is given on the
course website.

Here you are to describe a related but different Jobshop in which

• an easy job requires no tools, as before

• a hard job requires two hammers

• an average job requires one hammer.

The new jobshop should have the structure

proc NewJobshop =
(NewJobber | NewJobber | Hammer | Hammer)\{geth,puth}

whereHammer is a resource as before butNewJobber is to be defined so as to adhere the
above protocol on jobs. In particularNewJobber should be deadlock-free and be weakly
equivalent to the original specificationSpec.

(Q 2) TheDining Philosophers Problem is given as Exercise 3.34 in the course textbook; this,
together with a myriad of solutions, is discussed in virtually any textbook on concurrent
programming.

Five philosophers spend their time either thinking or eating. They sit around a circular table
with a large bowl of spaghetti in the centre. There is a fork between each adjacent pair of
philosophers; so in total there are five forks. The problem occurs because each philoso-
pher needs two forks, that on her left and that on her right, inorder to eat the spaghetti.
Because of this there is a deadlock in the system - the five philosophers might end up starv-
ing to death. (In what circumstances can this deadlock occur?) Many solutions have been
proposed in the literature for avoiding this untimely end.

(I) (Marks: 10) First consider a system with two philosophers and two forks. A generic
fork can be represented in the workbench as a simple semaphore:
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proc Fork = get.’put.Fork

and a similar definition can be given for a generic philosopher: Phil

• first does a bit of thinking, then
• picks up the left hand fork
• picks up the right hand fork
• eats
• relinquishes the right hand fork
• relinquishes the left hand fork
• and starts all over again.

In fact to keep the state spaces of a reasonable size it is bestnot to have any represen-
tation ofeats.

(a) Now give a definition, in the CWB, of a system consisting oftwo philosophers
sitting around the table, with two forks between them. The forks are numbered1
and2, so that the first philosopher picks up Fork1 first, and then Fork2, while the
second philosopher picks up Fork2 first and then Fork1.
The system should be built from the generic processesFork andPhil.

(b) Use the CWB to show that there is a deadlock in the system.

(II) (Marks: 15) Revise the two-philosopher system to eliminate this deadlock.

(a) Use the CWB to show that there is no deadlock in the revisedsystem.
(b) Check that the revised system is equivalent to the specification given by

Spec = think.Spec

(III) ( Marks: 25) Now design the system consisting of five philosophers, each picking
up the left hand fork first and then the right hand fork. So, forexample, the fourth
philosopher first picks up Fork4 and then Fork5.

(a) Show that this system also contains a deadlock.
(b) Revise the system, again so as to eliminate the deadlock.
(c) Use the CWB to demonstrate the revised system contains nodeadlock, and is

equivalent to the specificationSpec given above.

(IV) (Marks: 5) Many solutions are asymmetric, requiring one philosopher to have dif-
ferent behaviour from the others. Can you code up any of the symmetric solutions in
the literature in the CWB?

Notes: As already emphasised in the CWB worksheet, it is bestto interact with the CWB
usingscripts. Thus for both questions should have three files: one containing process defi-
nitions, one property definitions and the third containing the commands you wish the CWB
to execute.
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Submission: For question (Q1) you are required to submit:

• the filesJobshop.ccs,Jobshop.mu andJobshop.cws
The first should contain all your definitions; the second onlyrequires one definition

prop can_deadlock = min X = [-]ff \/ <->X

This definition will be explained in the lectures. The third file Jobshop.cws should have
the commands:

load Jobshop.ccs
load Jobshop.mu
chk NewJobshop can_deadlock
eq NewJobshop Spec

• a typed explanation of your definitions, and the results of running your script.

For question (Q2) a similar submission is required.

Deadline: Thursday 11th March at 14.30 noon.

To be handed in to Computer Science Reception, O’Reilly Institute.
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